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Answer allthe
Each question

questions in this
carries 02 marks.

paper itself.

Part 1

(1) ln the number pattern of the multiples of 15startingfrm
ascending order. Find the general term.

(2) The mass of a
pillars.

concrete pillar 2 t 4A kg . Find the total mass of 6 such concrete

{4) Find the

6cm

perimeter of

7cm

the figure below.

(i) Find the magnitude of the complementary angle.
(ii) Find the magnitude of the supplementary angle.

(6) What is the actual length

the value

At an angle of magnitude 35 o,
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(7) A circular
as shown
piece?

surface shaped piece of wood was cut into 4
in the figure. What is the geometric name of

pieces of the same shape
the surface shape of one

(8)

(i) (-s) - (+11)

(ii) {-12) +(-4)

what is the number of bilateral symrnetrical axes of a rhombus?

( ii) what is the order of rotational symmetry of a regular pentagon?

the value.

(10) rhe
Find

values of the
the value that

four exterior angles of a square are 55 0,70 o,x0And 
115 0

r can take,

(11) Write two examples of Platonic solids.

i(12) Find the square root of 324 using the prime factors.

I
!

(13) 30 o/o employees

employees in the
working in an organization
organization is 42, find the

are male. lf the number of female
total number of employees.
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(14) Write two plane figures that can be used to.r..ffi

(15) Find the probability of getting a number less than 4 when a regular
tetrahedron with its face numbered r- to 4 is roiled.

(16) Represent t

(17) Write down the direction of A as seen from O.

(18) Find the capacity of a cuboid shaped container of length, width and height are
4.5 m, 0.6 m and 4 m respectively.

(19) Calculate the time in Los

6.25 pm on 2022.02,22

Angeles, USA when the time
(Los Angeles City fime Zone

Sri Lanka (+5;)
-8)

{20) The difference
square number.

between two consecutive tqm 50
Write those two square numbers.
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a

(1)

Answer the first question and another 04 questions.
First question carries 15 rnarks and the other questions carry 11 marks each

Recollect the activities in the lessons Area, Volume and capacity and solids vou
make in the classroom.

(a) Below is an image of a sorid object which you created.

I

I

40 cm

20 cm

25 cm

(i) Write the name of that solid object.

(ii) Draw the net of that solid object with the measurements.

(iii) Find the total surface area of it.

( iv) Find the volume of water required to fill the container completely same in
liters?

(b) An image of a composite solid object is shown here. Show that the Euler,s
relationship is satisfied for this solid object.

,''/)
\// ilrI -,^-\l/"\

(c) A solid object has 9 vertices and 16 edges. what is the number of faces of
that solid object?

(d) lf the total surface area of a cube is 600 cm,, find the length of its edge.
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mathematics paper of grade 8A students are as

follows.

24327L298467586136386885939908691.
( i) Find the number of students in the class ?

(ii) Find the minimum mark obtained by the students?

( iii) Find the maximum mark obtained by the students ?

( iv) Find the range of marks obtained by the students '

(v) Represent these data in a stem and leaf diagram'

(vi) From the marks obtained by the above students'

(a) Find the mode.

(b)Find the median.

(3) ln the triangle ABC AB = 7 cm, BC = 5 cm and AC = 6 cm'

(i) construct the ABC triangle using the straight edge and the pair of

compasses.

(ii) What kind of triangle is the ABC triangle according to the lengths of the

sides?

(iii) Measure and write the magnitude of the angles of the triangle ABc'

i (rvl what type of triangle is the ABc triangle according to the magnitude of the

angles?

(v)CanthelengthsTcm,16cmand8cmbethelengthsofthesideofa
triangle? Give reasons for your answer'

(+) (a) SimPlifY.

1i1 zi+ri
(ii) 1i 

" 
6?

(iii) 8: + ra I
(b) (i) Find the value of 7875+ 74 '

(ii) According to the answer 7875 + 14 .,find the value of 78'75+

it
#
L
:.
i;i
i

:

!

iii

*
a

}
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(5) (a) (i) Find the HCF of 16xy and 40 x2'

(ii) Remove the brackets and simplify' 2(a + 2b) - 3(2a - b)

(iii) Find the value of the algebraic expression 5x * 2y * 7

ifx=3andY=-L'
(b) A = {Triangular numbers from 1to 20}

(i) Write the elements of set A using curly brackets'

(ii) Fill in the blanks using the suitable symbol from€ and fl'

axls atld ilte Y'axis

marked from -5 to 5'

(ii) Mark the following points there'

(a) 2 ..'...A (b) 6 """ A

B (4,3)A (-2, 3)

(iii) Draw a straight line joining A and B'

(iv)Writethecoordinateofthepointwherethestraightlineintersectsthe

Y axis

(v) Draw the line x = 3 on this cartesian plane

(vi) Write the coordinates of two points on a straight line x - 3'

(vii) Write the equation of the x -axis'
lvll, Yvrrlv ri'- I -

(7)(a)Foraot""'t'Jlo'=nd'Gt'T*'i*tOintf'e,utiooiT"Oandmilkpowder' ' 'and 
sugar in the ratio of 5 : 3'

(i) Find the ratio of flour' sugar and milk powder in its simplest form'

(ii) Find the amount of sugar in 180 g of the mixture?

(iii)Findtheamountofmilkpowderthatismixedwith40glfflaur?

(b)SusithandDinalaretwofriends.SusithstartedabusinepirJanuaryby
investing Rs.24 OOO. rour months r.t"r' Dinarioined the b';siness by investing

Rs.30 000. At,n. uno of the year, tr",e prorit from the [srr'r€ss was Rs 22 004'

(i)Findtheratioinwhichtheprofitshouldbedividec.letweenthem'

,,,, , .O ,"parately the amount received by each t them'
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